
 

  

Humana Put Sales See Strength Holding 

Ticker/Price: HUM ($296) 
 

Analysis: 

Humana (HUM) holding up well and yesterday and opening sale of 1,000 November $290 puts for $14.70, sizable 
trade and willing to own shares on a shallow pullback. HUM had 1,500 September $275 puts sold for around $5 on 

8-6 while the November $240 puts also sold recently. Shares have been in a strong trend higher since late 2016 and 
pulling back to the 50% retracement level recently where it based. HUM moved out of a multi-month downtrend 
recently and holding the earnings gap after pulling back to the rising 8- and 13-EMA where it found support. Daily 
cloud support is below around $275. The $40B managed care provider trades 15.8X earnings, 0.66X sales, and 8.4X 

cash with a 0.74% yield. HUM is guiding to 6.4% and 14.2% EPS growth with 8.9% and 8.8% revenue growth. HUM 
is coming off a strong quarter with MA membership up 15% and group membership up 5%. They won the Medicaid 
contract for the state of Louisiana on 8-5, a surprise over peers like Centene and Aetna. HUM will take over the 

benefits in 2020. Analysts have an average target for shares of $345. Cantor upgraded to Overweight on 8-12 with a 
$345 PT. The firm thinks HUM’s recent Louisiana Medicaid contract award demonstrates its success outside 
Medicare while their investments in population health management and social determinants of health will accelerate 

its growth over time. UBS with a $317 PT behind strong MA momentum. Short interest is 1.3%. Hedge fund 
ownership rose 13.44% in recent filings. Maverick Capital with 1.55M shares, their largest position, while Glenview 
with 1.3M shares and a 3.11% weight. OZ Management also a notable new stake. Appaloosa out last night with a new 
position.  

Hawk Vision:  

 
Hawk’s Perspective: HUM looks technically sound in this trend and have a clear level that should be 
defended at the put sale strike, and showing relative strength to peers. 

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 


